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Šesťdesiate roky 20. storočia charakterizovala diskusia kriticky reflektujúca hlavné idey moderniz-

mu. Jej integrálnou súčasťou boli vizionársko-utopické či dystopické idey, ktorých predmetom bol 

vzťah človeka a prostredia, človeka a spoločnosti, architektúry a krajiny či človeka a kozmu. Gene-

rovali celú sériu architektonických projektov, ktoré sú dodnes inšpiráciou pre premýšľanie architek-

túry. Ukážkou tohto fenoménu bola aj slovenská umelecko-architektonická skupina VAL (Voies et 

Aspects du Lendemain). Aktuálna architektonická diskusia aj súčasná architektonická historiografia 

intenzívne tematizuje architektonickú tvorbu druhej polovice 20. storočia. V rámci tejto tematizácie 

sa venuje zvláštna pozornosť práve utopickým a vizionárskym počinom. Súčasný diskurz tak pred-

stavuje vhodný rámec aj pre komplexnejší výskum a reflexiu skupiny VAL a jej príspevku k archi-

tektonicko-umeleckej tvorbe minulého storočia.

Skupina VAL na Slovensku pôsobila od sedemdesiatych až po deväťdesiate roky 20. storočia. 

Skupinu tvorila autorská trojica: výtvarník Alex Mlynárčik, architektka Viera Mecková a architekt 

Ľudovít Kupkovič. V priebehu rokov 1968 až 1994 vytvorili osem projektov ilustrujúcich potenciálne 

možnosti nášho budúceho životného prostredia. V tomto príspevku sa zaoberám jedným z dvoch 

ich posledných projektov – E-temen-an-ki – Sheraton hotel Babylon, ktorý je datovaný rokmi 1980 

– 1994. Skupina VAL v tomto projekte stavia na základoch Babylonskej veže a symbolicky sa tak 

pridáva ku kontinuite vytvorenej autormi interpretujúcimi vežu od sedemnásteho storočia. 

V jednotlivých častiach textu je načrtnutých niekoľko relevantných pohľadov a príkladov 

stvárnenia Babylonskej veže v priebehu dvadsiateho storočia. Obdobie šesťdesiatych rokov zastu-

pujú československí avantgardisti Karel Honzík a Jiří Hrůza, alebo francúzsky teoretik prospektívnej 
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architektúry Michel Ragon, ktorí operujú s Babylonskou vežou ako archetypom predstáv budúcich 

miest. Neskôr v sedemdesiatych rokoch teoretik Oskár Čepan adresuje cez Tatlinov pomník Tretej 

internacionály schopnosť Babylonskej veže materializovať dané spoločensko-politické usporiadanie 

a pomery. Francúzsky teoretik, kritik a filozof Roland Barthes podobne ako Čepan tematizuje „mo-

numentálne“ vlastnosti veže a odvoláva sa na jej schopnosť viazať ľudskú imagináciu.

Príspevok zaoberajúci sa projektom E-temen-an-ki – Sheraton hotel Babylon je súčasťou širšie-

ho monografického výskumu o skupine VAL a jedným z cieľov je formulácia autorskej koncepcie 

skupiny. Ako jeden z charakteristických motívov v tvorbe skupiny som identifikovala poctu. V rámci 

výskumu sledujem, akým spôsobom je použitá v jednotlivých projektoch v priebehu času. Projekt 

Sheraton hotel Babylon je datovaný do osemdesiatych rokov a začiatku rokov deväťdesiatych, pričom 

skupina začala spoločne tvoriť od začiatku rokov sedemdesiatych. V príspevku je pocta ako jeden 

z nástrojov tvorby skupiny a ich konkrétne stvárnenie Babylonskej veže konfrontované s rôznymi 

úvahami o význame veže v priebehu času. Spôsob odpovede skupiny VAL na tento fenomén umož-

ňuje otvoriť otázku zaradenia projektu do kontextu histórie architektúry, prípadne prehodnotenia 

významu tvorby skupiny.

Introduction
Active in Slovakia1 from the 1970s to the 1990s, the group VAL 

consisted of a trio of authors: artist Alex Mlynárčik, architect 

Viera Mecková and architect Ľudovít Kupkovič. Between 1968 

and 1994, they created eight projects illustrating the potential 

possibilities of our future environment. Previous works related 

to VAL have mainly dealt with its position within Czechoslovak 

and later Czech and Slovak art historiography, mainly as a ma-

nifestation of conceptual art2. Reflection from the standpoint 

of architectural historiography is somewhat less extensive.3 In 

terms of professional reflection from abroad, VAL is regarded as 

an Eastern European representative of the few manifestations 

of experimental architecture in this region, through which it is 

possible to trace the specificity of responses to global trends4. 

The work of VAL has so far been viewed largely as a unified 

whole, but some research5 suggests that it might be useful to 

examine projects individually. Given that the group has been ac-

tive for over 20 years, I am interested, as part of my research, in 

whether it is possible to trace the development of their architec-

tural thinking over time. The assumption of the evolution of the 

group’s thinking about architecture and society is followed by 

the question of the extent and method of reflection on foreign 

and local contemporary discourse.

Addition – Homage
Alex Mlynárčik, in personal correspondence with Tomáš 

Štrauss, formulates the idea of a creative process that is in its 

essence “an Addition to the past, but revealed by the scent and 

breath of the present”6. Mlynárčik defines the creative process as 

the process of interpreting the past in the context of the present, 

which at the same time allows for a bridge into the future.

In the projects of the VAL group, this Addition – an inter-

pretation of the previous one – is presented as a homage. In 

all the projects, it is possible to identify some form of homage, 

whether expressed directly and explicitly7 or more subtly. In 

some projects, the homage is a straightforward highlighting of 

important personalities (Homage to Hope and Courage); in others, 

the homage is in a form of reflection of (artistic or architectural) 

works by a group of renowned authors (People’s Assembly of Ar-

gillia). I identify the homage as one of the group’s artistic tools, 

and by examining its specific execution in individual projects, 

we can open up the question of the group’s possible creative 

evolution.

Brueghel’s Tower of Babel
The project E-temen-an-ki – Sheraton hotel Babylon is the last of the 

eight projects listed in the collective catalogue accompanying 

the first solo exhibition of VAL in Slovakia8. Like People’s Assem-

bly of Argillia, it dates from 1980 – 1994, making these works the 

group’s two “longest” ongoing projects. In this case, the authors 

of the concept are Alex Mlynárčik and Viera Mecková, and the 

author of the architecture is Viera Mecková; Ľudovít Kupkovič is 

not mentioned. The project is an updating of the Tower of Babel 

in the form of a hotel. “The painting of the Tower of Babel, E-TE-

MEN-AN-KI, by the famous Pieter Brueghel the Elder, is proba-

bly the best-known depiction of this apparently once existing 

structure. The project of VAL imprints a trace of modernity on 

this admirable work.”9

E-temen-an-ki is a version of the Sumerian name for the 

Tower of Babel – “temple of the foundation of heaven and earth”, 

a ziggurat dedicated to the god Marduk. The Renaissance painter 

Pieter Brueghel the Elder painted in the 1660s two (known) ver-

sions of the tower, “The Great” and “The Little”. The tower that 

forms the basis of the Sheraton Hotel project of VAL is the Great 

Tower10, which is in the collection of Vienna’s Kunsthistorisches 

Museum. Jiří Hrůza writes about this larger version: “The overall 

configuration of its mass, however, also resembles a ruin, so that 

the futility of the efforts of the little people who are diligently 

building it becomes more apparent.”11 The smaller version, by 

contrast, shows the tower in a more advanced stage of construc-

tion. VAL chose a depiction in which the tower appears simulta-

neously as under construction and as a ruin.

Sheraton Hotel Babylon building is composed of the origi-

nal Brueghel tower consisting of seven terraces matched with 

a conical superstructure multiplying the height of the original 

tower by 7 times.12 The “superstructure” proposed by VAL further 

develops the double movement (construction – ruin) that Hrůza 

suggested in the large version of Brueghel’s Tower of Babel – 

the superstructure is both the completion of the tower and its 

conservation. “The base of the superstructure shell is formed by 
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the fourth terrace of Brueghel’s tower, so that the last floors of 

this original structure remain well-preserved and conserved in 

their original state.”13 The first few floors of the superstructure 

following immediately after the top of the Brueghel tower are 

not circles of the full width of the given floor defined by the out-

er shell, but mirroring reflections of the cascades of the Tower 

of Babel, which gradually widen from the top of the tower to the 

full floor area, leaving “air” around its top. The original tower 

remains unburdened by its superstructure, one could say it is 

even left exposed. The function of this Brueghel torso within the 

new hotel building is precisely that of the Museum of Architec-

ture: past – future.

Fantastic Architecture
Fantastic14 or visionary architecture, the “new romantic move-

ment” of the first half of the twentieth century, entered the 

architectural discourse in the 1960s, thanks, among other things, 

to the exhibition Visionary Architecture15, organized by MoMA in 

New York and published in magazines in many Western Euro-

pean countries. In the Czechoslovak context, it was also cited 

by the interwar avant-gardist Karel Honzík16, or the urbanist and 

theorist Jiří Hrůza17. The exhibition presented more than 30 pro-

jects produced during the 1920s to 1950s, addressing social and 

economic problems, offering radical solutions for transportation 

and land use. In a press release for the exhibition, curator and 

MoMA’s director of architecture and design Arthur Drexler high-

lights the “usefulness” of these projects as a pendant to over-ra-

tionalization.18 A similar tone is found in Karel Honzík’s reflec-

tions on fantastic architecture in his article “Formové otázky 

architektúry” [Formal Questions of Architecture] 19 published in 

Výtvarný život in 1963, in which he discusses the post-Stalinist 

revival of the functionalist tendency in socialist architecture, 

its two extreme poles – the rationalist and the emotional – 

and their comparison with various types of functionalism in 

Western democratic countries20. In direct conflict with func-

tionalism, in Western democratic countries, manifestations of 

fantastic architecture come into play, which, according to him, 

are very diverse, but what unites them is “the exclusive interest 

in unique works, in many cases the resistance to typification 

and mass production, which goes as far as a bias against modern 

technology, against serial production and the idea of stand-

ards”21. Honzík acknowledges that resistance to typification and 

standardisation stands in direct contradiction to the concept of 

socialist architecture, but suggests that it is important to learn 

from the many rational and utilitarian realisations of Western 

democratic countries that led to such resistance: “Even in our 

conditions, a non-artistic or over-rationally conceived typified 

environment could provoke a similar reaction, especially if we 

add to this the often criticised incompleteness of housing estates 

without greenery and without the appropriate amenities”22. 

Using the example of authors such as Claude-Nicolas Ledoux 

or Vladimir Tatlin, Honzík speaks of “romantic attempts of 

a progressive nature”23 that foreshadow future projects. He draws 

attention to the importance of the emotional and irrational in 

architecture, and the importance of their intermingling with 

rational practices and principles.

In the Czechoslovak environment, Jiří Hrůza paid signifi-

cant attention to architectural and urban utopias, especially in 

the 1960s24. In 1967, he published a book called Města utopistů 

[Cities of the Utopianists], in which he presented the develop-

ment of these utopian ideas and thematized their usefulness and 

relevance for contemporary architectural and urban planning 

thought and practice.25 In the chapter entitled “Fantastická měs-

ta” [Fantastic Cities], he addresses the phenomenon of fantastic 

architecture – a set of tendencies that he argues were united by 

“a reaction to the contemporary faded architecture of the same 

old glass prisms that litter Western cities”26.

One of the many important predecessors of fantastic archi-

tecture or fantastic designs of cities of the twentieth century is 

the previously mentioned Tower of Babel. Its depiction by Pieter 

Brueghel the Elder is, according to Hrůza, one of the “earliest 

depictions of a highly concentrated form of settlement”, which 

became a precursor to many popular “city – tower” and “city 

– pyramid” projects of the twentieth century. These types of 

projects responded to the problems of the density of settlements 

with an effort to make the most intensive use of land with ev-

er-increasing costs, or to the unsatisfactory results of overly dis-

persed and spatially amorphous parts of the settlements. Many 

of the projects addressing these topics work with intensification 

of land use through spatial vertical structures.27

The archetype of the Tower of Babel is also encountered in 

the theoretical texts of the French theorist and critic of art and 

architecture Michel Ragon28 in his publication Où vivrons-nous 

demain?29 from 1963, which was also published in Czech transla-

tion30 in 1967. In his publication, Ragon formulates the theory of 

prospective architecture31, which aims to search for future forms of 

cities and ways of inhabiting them. Ragon introduces the new 

“cities of the tertiary era” – “cities with concentrated develop-

ment, but on an ever-shrinking area and with increasing vertical 

traffic”32. He argues that the increasing population of cities may 

not lead to their disintegration but could be solved by a higher 

concentration of population in vertical cities – self-sustaining 

architectural units. “All the visionary architects imagined the 

ideal city of tomorrow as a Tower of Babel.”33

The Skyscraper
Sheraton hotel Babylon is not a “city – tower”, because it is not 

a city – a relatively autonomous settlement, a functionally, 

socially diversified and structured unit. Sheraton hotel Babylon is 

a hotel: a part of the entertainment business, of leisure, travel-

ling. In an interview with Vlado Záborský, Viera Mecková ex-

plains that the function of the hotel was chosen as a period-typi-

cal representative of a place for contact, a meeting place, such as 

airports or train stations, emphasising also their open character 

as a place for everyone.34

Sheraton hotel Babylon is a hotel – skyscraper. The Sheraton 

hotel chain is a United States company that in its early days in 

the 1930s focused mainly on acquiring existing hotels; it was not 

until 1957 that it opened its first newly built hotel in Philadel-

phia. In the 1960s, it expanded beyond the North American 

continent, and by the late 1980s was the largest international 

hotel chain. According to Mecková, the name Sheraton was 
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chosen precisely because it is one of the largest global chains 

that everyone is familiar with.35

One of the images presenting the E-temen-an-ki – Sheraton 

hotel Babylon project in the catalogue is a “ranking” of high-rise 

buildings. However, this is not a ranking of the tallest buildings 

in any particular period, because if the criterion were only abso-

lute height, this ranking would be highly selective. In the same 

year that the World Trade Center in New York was completed (1 

World Trade Center – Tower 1 was completed in 1972, 2 World 

Trade Center – Tower 2 in 1973), an even taller building was built 

– the Sears Tower in Chicago (now the Willis Tower), which 

was the tallest until 1998. Several other skyscrapers are omitted. 

However, the ranking starts with the Pyramid of Cheops (Great 

Pyramid of Giza), which suggests that it is a ranking of a differ-

ent kind of “significance” than just absolute height.

Tatlin’s Tower 
Among the referential buildings for the Sheraton Hotel Bab-

ylon project, or among their depictions, in addition to Brue-

ghel’s Tower of Babel of 1563 and R. Koldewey’s reconstruction 

of the Tower of Babel of 1899, there is also Vladimir Tat-

lin’s Monument to the Third International of 1919 – 1920, and 

finally The Mile High Illinois, designed by F.L. Wright in 1956.

In the early 1970s, the theorist and critic Oskár Čepan pre-

pared a book entitled Tatlinova iniciatíva – an anthology of texts 

by Tatlin and his contemporaries, and contemporary studies 

by avant-garde theorists dealing with Tatlin’s work and con-

structivist tendencies.36 Regarding the Monument to the Third 

International – Tatlin’s Tower - he commented that: “However, 

it is undoubtedly one of the classic milestones documenting the 

development of ideas about the materialisation of the con-

structive-architectural idea in human history, starting with the 

Egyptian pyramids and the Sumerian-Babylonian ziggurat to the 

Eiffel Tower, the skyscrapers of American cities, and the masts 

of contemporary broadcasting radio and television stations.”37 

Čepan includes Tatlin’s Tower among the buildings that are not 

merely purpose-built, but are important manifestations of the 

evolution of architectural thinking, an approach that seems to 

be a possible influence on the ranking compiled by VAL.

In the introductory text to a forthcoming publication on 

the Russian interwar avant-garde38, Čepan calls Tatlin’s Monu-

ment to the Third International a “gigantic monument – tower”. 

He places Tatlin’s Tower in a developmental line of buildings 

that contrast with “purely utilitarian high-rise structures” of 

the time. “The clay Sumerian-Babylonian ziggurat with seven 

levels was in turn a projection of a hemisphere with inscribed 

quadrants. Its terraces expressed the additive, paratactic idea of 

the earth’s surface and the stepped hierarchy of society of those 

times. Brueghel’s painting, The Tower of Babel presents, through 

the eyes of a 16th-century artist, a vivid idea of the multiple 

VAL’S RANKING OF BUILDINGS 
BY HEIGHT CONTEXTUALISING 
THEIR PROJECT E-TEMEN-AN-KI – 

SHERATON HOTEL BABYLON

REBRÍČEK BUDOV PODĽA VÝŠKY 
VYTVORENÝ SKUPINOU VAL, 
KONTEXTUALIZUJÚCI ICH PROJEKT 
E-TEMEN-AN-KI – SHERATON 
HOTEL BABYLON

Source Zdroj: Kupkovič, Ľ., Mecková, V. 
and Mlynárčik, A., 1995, p. 109
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subordination of material, people and space to the despotic idea 

– to reach the heavens.”39 Tatlin’s Tower consists of two open 

spirals materialising the idea of rotation, with three rotating 

objects in its interior. “The dynamic form of the spiral is de 

facto stable, and the static objects placed within it are mobile.”40 

Despite various symbolic interpretations related to socialist 

culture, Čepan argues that symbolism is not only inserted into 

this object from the outside, but “results from its tectonic and 

material-formal nature, with the risk that the project will not be 

able to be realised in a given situation.”41

Monument – Utilitarian Building
Nikolai N. Punin, an art theorist, writer, and Tatlin’s contempo-

rary, explains in his text on Tatlin’s Tower42 that in addition to 

the synthesis of architectural, sculptural and painting principles, 

the Monument to the Third International was to be “a new type 

of monumental construction in which a purely creative form 

would be combined with utilitarian forms”.43 In addition to 

the outer vertical spirals, Tatlin’s Tower consists of three glass 

objects – buildings with various administrative and promotional 

functions.44

Sheraton hotel Babylon is no longer a utopian city – tower; 

it no longer offers an image of a new way of life. VAL chose 

Brueghel’s Tower of Babel for the Sheraton hotel Babylon because 

“it is a beautiful object in itself. As a volume, it is very familiar, 

no one needs to explain what it is. Almost everyone knows it.”45 

According to Mecková, the intention was to complete the tower, 

and the form of the superstructure – the cone – stems from the 

inherent predisposition of Brueghel’s Tower. Moreover, the effort 

to design the tallest building possible was not the intention, 

after all, the Sheraton Hotel Babylon is not even the tallest build-

ing in the above-mentioned ranking.

From Mecková’s statements, it seems that Brueghel’s Tower 

and the intention to “complete” it were present at the beginning. 

The shape itself is the result of the interpretation of the Tower 

of Babel. “We had the feeling that this shape would enhance 

the original building. It’s a bit like Hubáček’s tower on Jěštěd, 

in that you either make a complete contrast, or you amplify 

the thing by overexposing it.”46 Sheraton hotel Babylon is a static 

regular cone consisting of seven equally high parts, of which the 

first part is Brueghel’s Tower of Babel. The seven equally high 

parts are regularly subdivided into floors whose height decreases 

upwards. The floors become lower and smaller in area and there-

fore denser as the tower peaks. The Tower of Babel is enclosed 

in the new building, the new building builds on it, literally, as it 

is placed on its fourth terrace. At the same time the one tower 

becomes a part of the other, with an articulated point of connec-

tion. This is a very contextual approach. Is the tower designed 

by VAL more of a hotel or a monument?

REFERENTIAL IMAGES OF 
BUILDINGS FOR THE PROJECT 
E-TEMEN-AN-KI – SHERATON 
HOTEL BABYLON

REFERENČNÉ VYOBRAZENIA 
BUDOV PRE PROJEKT E-TEMEN-AN-
KI – SHERATON HOTEL BABYLON

Source Zdroj: Kupkovič, Ľ., Mecková, 
V. and Mlynárčik, A., 1995, p. 111
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Barthes’s Eiffel Tower
In his essay “The Eiffel Tower”47, published at the end of the 

1970s, Roland Barthes presents another view of the myth of 

the Tower of Babel (“Babel complex”). Using it as an example, 

he speaks of a naive utilitarianism (“use never does anything 

but shelter meaning”48), which is, however, part of the “oneiric” 

function that inspired the creation of the tower. Although the 

Tower of Babel was supposed to serve communication with God, 

its “real” function or effect is in its meaning – a total monument.

“In order to satisfy this great oneiric function, which makes 

it into a kind of total monument, the Tower must escape reason. 

The first condition of this victorious flight is that the Tower be 

an utterly useless monument.”49 The Eiffel Tower, according 

to Barthes, is another such Tower of Babel. At its conception, 

various future scientific purposes were declared which, as 

Barthes points out, lost their significance once the tower was 

standing and they are ultimately no longer important at all. “...

it has reconquered the basic uselessness which makes it live in 

men’s imagination.”50 According to Barthes, the importance of 

the Eiffel Tower lies in the dialectic contained in it. “The Tower 

is an object which sees, a glance which is seen; it is a complete 

verb, both active and passive, in which no function, no voice (...) 

is defective.”51 It highlights the double movement that the Eiffel 

Tower represents. On the one hand, it is a place that is seen, but 

it is also a place from which one can see everywhere.

Conclusion
Sheraton hotel Babylon is not “useless” at first glance, it has its 

function – a hotel. However, from Mecková’s answers, it seems 

that the idea of the Tower of Babel (and its completion) was 

more important than its use. Just as the conical shape and its 

height is a consequence of the reading and interpretation of the 

tower, so too is its infill. The hotel represents a place of com-

munication, a contemporary version of the Tower of Babel. The 

intention to complete the Tower of Babel can be seen as a form 

of highlighting, of homage – by erecting a monument formally 

containing the honoured. Sheraton hotel Babylon is a monument 

full and concrete – both utilitarian and absorbing the honoured. 

It does not refer to the past, it does not do so allegorically, it 

makes the past (and the future) present literally – by physically 

absorbing it and assigning it a new function. The past is the real 

basis of the present (future?) superstructure.

By interpreting Brueghel’s Tower, VAL symbolically joined 

the continuity established by the authors referring to the Tower 

of Babel. The few examples outlined indicate a range of perspec-

tives. Honzík or Hrůza, in the 1960s, operated with the Tower 

of Babel as an archetype of utopian architecture or cities, of the 

vertical direction of the development of construction and the 

organisation of settlements. Ragon, while reserved towards uto-

pia, also regards the Tower of Babel as a phenomenon to which 

every visionary architect relates. Čepan, through Tatlin’s Tower, 

perceives it primarily through its capacity to formally express 

socio-political organisation or cultural development. Barthes re-

fers to its capacity to bind the human imagination and become 

a monument. The phenomenon of the tower is summed up by 

Rem Koolhaas ”...: catalyst of consciousness, symbol of techno-

logical progress, marker of pleasure zones, subversive short-cir-

cuiter of convention and finally self-contained universe. Towers 

now indicate acute breaks in the homogeneous pattern of every-

day life, marking the scattered outposts of a new culture.”52

The way VAL makes use of Brueghel’s Tower does not 

seem to follow the concept of a social utopia or a prospective 

response to the city of the future. In the Sheraton hotel Babylon 

project, the response to the big and complex questions of the 

1960s is absent. As the project is dated to the 1980s and early 

1990s, a parallel comparison with the practice of interpretation 

embodied in the group’s other earlier projects would allow for 

an assessment of the development of their thinking in relation 

to contemporary discourse.
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